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Language and  
Reading Vocabulary 

     

abbreviate 
abnormal 
accelerated 
accommodate 
achievement 
acquit    

act     

active voice    

adapt     

adaptation 
additionally    

adjective     

adjust     

adverb     

advertisement    

agenda     

alliteration     

also    

alternative     

although     

analysis     

analyze     

animation 
annihilate    

antecedent    

antonym 
anxious     

aperture     

appearance    

apply     

appositive phrase 
approve    

argument    

argumentative 
artificial    

assumption 
attendance 
audacity    

audio     

authorized    

autobiography    

bar graph 
because    

believe 
beneficial     

bewilder(ed) 

bias     

biography    

bizarre 
blog     

boldface(d)    

border 
business 
busy     

byline 
camouflage     

categories    

cause     

central theme 
cerebellum 
challenging     

chapter    

character     

characteristic 
cherish    

chronological    

circle graph    

cite    

classify     

clause     

climax 
commend     

commentary 
commercial     

compare    

complex     

compound     

compound-complex    

conclusion   

concrete    

conditional     

conflict    

conjunction     

connection    

connotation    

connote    

conscious 
consequently     

consumer 
contemporary    

context    

contrast     

conversely 

coordinating 

coordinating conjunction 

correlative conjunction 
criticize 
criteria 
crowd(ed) 
cultivate 
curing 
customary 
dangerous 
daunt(ing) 
debris 
declaratory 
deem 

defend 

denotation 

dependent clause 

design 
details 
deteriorating 

develop 

diagram 

dialect 

dialogue 

diary 
dictionary 
dilapidate(d) 
diplomat 
displayed 
difference 
digital 
diverge(d) 
dividends 
document 
economics 
editorial 
either 

eliminate 
ellipsis 
embarrass 
embrace 

emoticon 

emotion 
emphasis 
emphasize 

employee 

encounter 
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endorse    

enhance    

evaluate     

example 
exciting     

exist(ing) 
expensive     

explanatory 
exploited     

exposition 
extravagant 
fabricating 
facets     

fact    

familiar 
fatigued 
faulty    

figurative 
finally     

first person point of view     

formal     

format(ting)   

fragment     

functional    

fungi     

furthermore    

future progressive     

generate    

genre 
geothermal     

gerund     

glossary 
good standing     

grammar     

graph      

graphic 
grasp     

gross 
grumble(d) 
gullible     

hieroglyphics     

however 
humanitarian    

hybrid     

hyperbole 
identify     

idiom 
illustrate     

imperative    

imply 
improbable 
impulsive 
incongruous     

independent clause 
indispensable 
ineffective   

infer     

inference    

infinitives    

informal     

informational    

informative 
initially 
inquiry 
inspire 
intelligent    

intensive     

interact 
interest(ing)     

interjection 
interjectory phrase 
international    

interrogative    

interrogatory 
intimidate (ing)    

introspection    

isthmus     

italics     

judgment 
keep an eye on     

knowledge    

language register 
large 
lastly 
launched 
lavish 
liaison 
license 
lieutenant    

literal     

logical     

logo 
lyrics     

maintenance 
mandibles 
manipulate(ing) 
manual    

manufacture(d) 

margin 
marvel 
media 
melting pot 

memento 

memoir 
metaphor 
microscope 
migration 
minuscule 
miser 

misspell 
modal auxiliary 
moderate 
modifier 
monarchy 
mood 
moreover 
motivate(ing) 
movement 

narrative 
necessary 
neither 
nevertheless 
next  
noisy 

nonfiction 

nutritional 

objective 

occasion 
occurrence 
official 
old ways 
onomatopoeia 
opinion 
opponent 
optional 
overwhelm 

paraphrase 

parentheses 

participles 

passive voice 

past progressive 
pattern 
permanently 

perspective 
persuade 
pertain 
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phrase 
pioneer 
plaguing     

plethora 
plot     

plural     

point of view    

poisonous 
political 
potentially    

practical 
precise 
predicament     

prediction    

prefix     

preposition    

prepositional phrase 
preposterous   

present participle    

present progressive   

presentation    

preview     

primary source    

privilege 
proceed     

pronoun      

pronounce    

pronunciation    

propel     

prose 
prosecutor 
protect     

qualification    

question     

quote 
radiation 
rampant 
rancorous 
raspberry     

reasonable 
recall    

receive     

recite 
reconstruct 
recycled     

redundancy    

reflexive     

regulation    

reinforce 

relationship    

relative adverb    

relative pronoun    

reliability     

reliable 
remorse 
renewable energy 
reputation 
require(ing)     

resolution 
respect    

reunion     

rhythm     

rising action 
rival 
sandwich    

scan     

scene     

schedule 
scientific     

scribe     

secondary source 
seeking    

sensory detail    

separate     

sequence    

setting 
shower     

similar(ly)     

simile     

simple 
since     

singular 
slippery     

slogan     

sorrow 
spare 
sparkling     

specialize 
spontaneous    

stanza     

strategy 
strike     

structure     

subjective    

subjunctive    

subordinate(ing)    

suffix 
suits 
summarize 
summary 
synchronize(d) 

synonym 

synthesize 
technical 
telescope 
temporarily 

testimonial 

text 

that 
theme 
then 
therefore 
there, they’re, their 

thesaurus 
third person point of view 
tidal 
tightfisted 

tomorrow 
tone 
too, two, to 
topic 
transition 
treasured 
truly 
trust 
unfamiliar 
unhappily 
uniform 
universal 
until 
value 
vary 
verb 

verb phrase 

verbal 

version 

violation 
violent 
visualize 
vivacious 
volume 
wet 
when 

whether 

which 
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while 

who     

whom     

whose 
wild 
withhold 
wonder     

wordiness 
 
    

Mathematics Vocabulary  

     
 

abbreviate    
 

absolute value    
 

acute     
 

adjacent     
 

base     
 

box plot 
capacity     

 

center     
 

circumference    
 

clarify     
 

coefficient    
 

compatible    
 

complex     
 

Complimentary 
composite    

 

congruent    
 

coordinate plane    
 

correlation    
 

cube     
 

cube root    
 

cylinder     
 

denominator    
 

dependent variable    
 

diagram     
 

distributive property   
 

dividend     
 

divisor     
 

edge     
 

eliminate     
 

equation     
 

equilateral    
 

equilibrium point    
 

equivalent    
 

exponent     
 

exponential curve    
 

expression 
face (geometry)    

 

factor     
 

formula     
 

fraction     
 

function     
 

geometric mean    
 

gradient     
 

gram     
 

greatest common factor   
 

grid     
 

height     
 

horizontal    
 

hypotenuse    
 

illustrate     
 

impossible event    
 

improper fraction    
 

identify     
 

independent variable   
 

inequality    
 

infinite     
 

input     
 

input variable     
 

integer 

interest 

intersect 

inverse operations 
Invert 
irrational 

irregular polygon 

irrelevant 

isolate 

isosceles triangle 
line graph 
line of best fit 
line plot 
linear 

linear correlation 

linear equation 

linear function 

linear relationship 

mathematical expression 

measure of central tendency 

median 

meter 

mixed number 

mode 

mutually exclusive event 

negative 

negative correlation 

nonlinear function 
numerator 
ohm 
ohm’s formula 

obtuse 

ordered pair 

origin 

outlier 
output 
parallel 
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parallelogram     
 

perfect square    
 

perimeter    
 

permutation    
 

perpendicular    
 

Pi    
 

point-slope form     
 

polygon    
 

positive     
 

positive correlation     
 

prime    
 

probability     
 

proper fraction    
 

proportional relationships    
 

Pythagorean theorem   
 

quadratic equation   
 

quadrilateral    
 

quotient    
 

radical sign     
 

radius    
 

ratio     
 

reciprocal     
 

rectangle    
 

rectangular prism    
 

regular polygon    
 

replacement    
 

represent    
 

reverse    
 

revise     
 

rhombus  
right angle     

 

rise    
 

run     
 

scale drawing     
 

scale factor    
 

scalene triangle    
 

scatter plot    
 

scientific notation    
 

segment    
 

sequence     
 

similarity    
 

simplify     
 

simultaneous     
 

slope    
 

slope intercept form     
 

solution   
 

sphere     
 

square     
 

square root     
 

standard notation    
 

stem    
 

stem and leaf plot     
 

strong correlation    
 

subscript    
 

substitution method     
 

sum   
 

supplementary     
 

symbolic expression    
 

synthesize   
 

system of simultaneous linear 
 equations    

 

table 
 

tenth     
 

term     
 

theorem     
 

theoretical probability     
 

three-dimensional figure 
trapezoid  
tree diagram 

trend 

trend line 

triangle 

two point form 

two step equation 

two variable equation 

unit 

unit rate 

value 

variable 

Venn diagram 

vertex 

vertical 

vertical axis 

vertical line test 

vertically 

volume 

weak correlation 

weight 

whole number 

width 

x-axis 

x-coordinate 

y-axis 

y-coordinate 

y-intercept 
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